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Fans of theÂ Diary of a Wimpy KidÂ book series will go crazy for our brand new Mad Libs, featuring

21 fill-in-the-blank stories starring Greg, Rowley, Manny, and the rest of the gang!
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My daughter is a huge fan of the Wimpy Kid books, and loves mad libs, so I got this for her (it would

also make a great and affordable stocking stuffer). It's funny, and cheaper here on , if you can even

find it. It's 48 pages with titles like The school dance, and Roderick's School Report. There aren't

many of the cute wimpy kid sketches in the book, just the same one on each page. What I do like, is

on the back of each mad libs page, there is a list of the words you need. You can fill out this page if

alone, then fill it in on the mad libs page; that way, you don't see the story that you are making up

the words for.

Length:   1:41 Mins

If your child is a Diary of A Wimpy Kid reader, chances are he or she also has a strong imagination

and sense of creativity. Put those to good use with this worthy addition to the Mad Libs amusing

library of fill-in-the-blanks story books. Mad Libs are of course fun in pairs or group, but the titles



aimed at younger participants also include an amazing modification to the traditional model - the

ability for solo play.To accommodate solo play, each story is preceded on a separate page by blank

lines to be filled in with nouns, verbs, etc. in a list so you can't see the story on the next page. Once

you've filled them in you transfer them to the story page and enjoy.Although my son and I rate this 5

stars, it might rate 4 starts for someone not familiar with the Diary Of A Wimpy Kid books. You will

lose just a little something of the context of the stories.

I love when books sneak some learning into the fun. This is a great way to review your parts of

speech while creating interesting, entertaining stories in the process. Works well in a group setting,

as well as for individuals.

My son is a huge diary of a wimpy kid fan, and also loves doing mad libs. This is the best of both

worlds, and these keep him busy for a while. He loves doing them, and I love that he loves them.

Great value! A+

My oldest daughter is a huge Diary of a Wimpy Kid fan, so I thought this would make a nice add to

her collection. I bought this for Christmas, and it arrived in perfect condition. She initially didn't know

what "Mad Libs" was, but I did a few with her to get her started and we had SO much fun that my

younger daughter wanted to join in too! This ended up being a great idea, not just for family fun, but

it has also helped them both with their nouns, adjectives, adverbs etc and they've enjoyed reading

them. We played all of them in a matter of 2 days, so I've now ordered additional Mad Libs books for

them to enjoy. I highly recommend these for kids ages 8-12.

My son is enjoying his Mad Libs, Wimpy Kid style. This is fun for adults to play as well. It's amazing

how different a story can turn out by leaving out key words and asking participants to fill them in with

no knowledge of the content of the story. Some of the results are uncanny, and there are plenty of

opportunities for kids to get silly and creative with this.This is fun for all ages, my son enjoys it, and it

reinforces the parts of speech. Plus, it's Wimpy Kid, so what's not to love?I paid full price for this

item. All opinions are my own.

A Christmas stocking surprise for our 9 year old grandson who had never done any Mad Libs. Once

he understood the premise, he had a wonderful time having us all contribute. He laughed at the

stories each time. When we left, he was sitting next to his brother, heads together,creating the next



story. What a memory!!

My step daughter loves mad libs and she likes diary of a wimpy kid, so this hit both in one. This

made an excellent christmas gift. This was shipped very fast and received before christmas as

promised with the prime shipping.
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